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Separation Equipment
MPI provides peace of mind by manufacturing reliable industrial magnetic and metal control
equipment that removes contaminants, separates or conveys metal in your production process.

Magnets | Material Handling
Electronic Inspection | Service

Highland, Michigan | 1.248.887.5600 | www.mpimagnet.com

Based in Metro-Detroit Michigan, MPI designs, manufactures
and services magnets, material handling and electronic
inspection systems. MPI products are designed to be
complete metal and foreign contamination control solutions
for food production, and related industries. MPI’s safe and
reliable equipment and service programs help its customers
minimize downtime and protect brand integrity. MPI leads
the industry by interacting closely with customers and
expanding its offerings to meet the changes of a dynamic
and ever-changing marketplace..
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Electronic Inspection

Company Timeline
CERTIFIED

2019

MPI patents the Sanitary Toolless
Drawer Magnet

2017
2015

All MPI Regional Sales Managers become
Certified Food Safety HACCP Managers

MPI receives USDA certification for several
magnet models

For more information & product
data sheets visit us on the web at:
www.mpimagnet.com

2014

MPI adds checkweigh and x-ray to its offerings

2011

MPI celebrates 30 years

2010

MPI becomes the exclusive US distributor for Cassel

1993
1991

MPI doubles capacity after relocating to a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility
in Highland, Michigan

MPI patents the Reciprocating Drawer Magnet

1983

• The first A Magnet Is Not Just a Magnet educational training is conducted
• MPI introduces the first generation of self-cleaning magnets

© MPI - Magnetic Products, Inc.
683 Town Center Drive, Highland, Michigan 48356
1.248.887.5600 | www.mpimagnet.com

1982

MPI introduces its free magnet audit services

1981

MPI begins operations in Walled Lake, Michigan

Protecting and Moving the
World through Innovation

MPI Founder & CEO, Keith Rhodes, discusses
the benefits of the raised-pole design in MPI’s
Pneumatic Line Magnet during an on-site
training event.

When you choose to buy from MPI you’re not just buying a magnet. At its basis,
a magnet is designed to capture and retain unwanted tramp metal, but when
you choose an MPI magnet, you get so much more.
We believe in relationships
The value we bring goes far beyond the price tag. When purchasing an MPI
magnet you’re also getting an advocate who will ensure your business and
customers remain our top priority. We value your feedback and are constantly
looking for ways that we can better serve our clients
We believe in protecting
We care about your safety. As the company who first introduced self-cleaning
magnets to the market, we strongly support user awareness and protection.
Automating your magnetic equipment helps guard your employees from injury and
protects your equipment from damage that can result from improper handling.

MPI Vice President of
Sales & Marketing, Kyle
Rhodes, demonstrates the
features of MPI’s Hi-G Inline
Pneumatic Drawer Magnet
at a tradeshow.

We believe in education
Knowledge is power and, as we always say, “an educated customer is an
MPI customer.” We believe in being completely transparent when it comes to
our products and services. We offer free training for our customers and give a
presentation called “A Magnet Is Not Just a Magnet,” where we cover topics
including magnet design, selection, maintenance and testing. We believe the
more you know about how to take care of your investment, the happier you’ll
be in the performance and longevity of your magnetic separation equipment.

Did you know?
MPI has USDA certification on several products including:
• Plate Magnets • Drawer Magnets
• Liquid Finger Traps
• Grate Magnets • Round Spout Drawer Magnets • Liquid Plate Traps
USDA certification is granted in recognition in having achieved all strict sanitary
hygiene requirements on equipment design and function.
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Magnets 101: How they work and where to apply them

Magnet Terms

Magnet Materials

Permanent Magnets: Ceramic and rare earth permanent magnets should lose
no more than 1% of its magnetic strength over a period of 100 years provided it
is specified and cared for properly. There are a few things that may cause your
magnet to lose its strength, including heat, impact, welding, or liquid ingress.

Advancement in Magnetic Material in the 1900s

50

Samarium Cobalt

MGOe (Mega Gauss Oersteds): Is the unit of measurement for maximum stored
energy in a magnet. The maximum energy product is often abbreviated to BHmax.
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Gauss: A term used to refer to the “flux density”, or number of lines of flux measured
per square centimeter. The “magnetic field strength” generally refers to the total
flux available in an area of interest. This is primarily determined by the magnetic
material used in manufacturing the magnetic cake. A magnet will only generate
a finite amount of flux, depending on the style or geometry, size and material used.

1 cm

Neodymium Iron Boron

Lines of flux connecting north and
south poles

Flux density (Gauss): Lines of flux in
one square centimeter

Pull Test: In our industry, when we refer to the “pull value” of the magnet, we are
referring to the amount of force (in pounds of pull) that is required to remove, or pull a
certain size piece of metal away from the surface of the magnet. You can also understand
this as “hold value.” The larger the piece of metal used to test a magnet, the higher the
pull value will be. We typically conduct pull tests with a ¼-inch to ½-inch ferrous ball.

Every manufacturer has access to the same grades of magnet material built
to International Magnetics Association (IMA) standards. The biggest difference
between manufacturers is how they design their magnetic circuits and the
composite construction materials used.

Did you know?
It is MPI’s mission to support food manufacturers in promoting
food safety and consumer protection. MPI’s regional management
team members are all Certified Food Safety HACCP Managers
(CFSHM) through the National Registry of Food Safety Professionals.

?

Where Do Magnets Go?

Magnetic Circuitry
Type A Circuitry
Type A circuits can be used in applications where
the highest level of product purity is required.
The circuit utilizes a tube, or a series of tubes,
to pull metal from free-flowing material that has
come in direct contact with the magnets’ working
surface. This results in a very high level of tramp
metal retention and, therefore, product purity.

Type B Circuitry
Type B Circuits are best suited to larger product
flows where the magnet will need to “attract”
tramp metal out of the product stream. The
Type B Circuit is designed with more emphasis
ype A
on the reach-out. To assist in holding,Tfeatures
such as steps on a plate magnet help pull tramp
metal out of the product stream and keep it
from washing back in between cleaning cycles.

Type C Circuitry
Type C circuits can be utilized in applications where
there are very high levelsType
of tramp
A metal present,
Type B
high product flows are required, or where shutting
down for cleaning may not be possible. The
ability of the magnet to continuously self-clean or
retain large amounts of tramp metal through high
product flows make it ideal in primary applications.

Type A

1. Primary Applications:
Receiving areas for removing
Type B incoming tramp Type
metal C
and
vendor monitoring
2.Secondary Applications:
Processing areas for equipment
malfunction detection or protection

Magnetic separators are installed in any
processing or production line where ferrous
contaminants must be removed to:
• Ensure and protect product purity
• Prevent damage to machinery
• Eliminate hazards associated with tramp metal

3. Finishing Applications:
Packaging and loading areas
ensuring end-product quality

Type B

Type C

Type C
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Gravity Flow Magnets

Tube & Grate Magnets
Tube and Grate Magnets offer efficient and economical magnetic
protection of processing equipment, while improving product purity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry’s strongest magnetic tube design available
The most economical method to purify product and protect processing equipment
Square, rectangular or round configurations
Standard sizes available to ship within 48 hours
USDA-Certified finish available
Round standard sizes 6”- 36”
Square/rectangle standard sizes 4”- 48”

1/4” Ball Pull Values*
1/2” Ball Pull Values*
Gauss Value*
Tube Durability
Price

Ceramic
0.3 lbs
1.2 lbs
2,500

Tube Style
1” REN
5.0 lbs
13.0 lbs
10,000

1” Hi-G
5.8 lbs
16.0 lbs
10,800

Magne�c Field

Tramp Metal
Reten�on Area

1” Thin Wall**
6.5 lbs
16.5 lbs
12,000

3” Hi-G
6 lbs
26 lbs
12,000

* Pull values are average on contact and gauss values are peak on contact.
** Always consult a magnet professional before selecting thin wall tubes. Thin wall tubes are not recommended for products with abrasive
characteristics or in manual clean designs such as grates.

Inside Frame

Designed for fine, free-flowing
product streams. This diverter
design has a 90° bend to
assure the maximum contact of
product onto the magnetic tube.

Type D3 Diverters:

Common Designs:
Bolt on Tube

Type D2 Diverters:

Outside Frame

Recommended for medium-size
product streams. The 60° bend
permits a smooth product flow
while still forcing the product
over the magnetic tubes.

Type D4 Diverters:

Designed for coarse, granular
product streams. These diverters are
designed with stainless steel bars that
are .375-inch in diameter, providing
minimal product flow deflection.
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Gravity Flow Magnets

MPI was the first
company to design
and build self-cleaning
magnetic separators.

Drawer Magnets
MPI Drawer Magnets offer the highest level of magnetic protection in the industry. Our staggered,
tiered tube configuration ensures direct contact of magnetic tubes in bulk, free-flowing product
streams. MPI's designs also offer the safest cleaning method on the market, preventing operator
injury*.
•
•
•
•
•

Manual-Clean

Proprietary design prevents captured metal from being cleaned in product stream
Exclusive Sani-TIGHT Seal gasket eliminates leaks and frequent replacements, and reduces dry time for adhesives
Patent pending sanitary design available
Our exclusive cleaning designs reduce maintenance and effectively remove tramp metal
Optional 1” and 3” tube combination configurations

* On quick-clean and self-clean models only
** Only manual-clean models can be USDA-certified

Round Spout

Manual Quick-Clean

Drawer Size

Flow Rate Bushels/Hr

Flow Rate FT3/Hr

8”x8”

480

600

10”x10”

1,080

1,350

12”x12”

1,920

2,400

14”x14”

2,430

3,037

3,000

3,750

4,320

5,400

5,070

6,337

16”x16”
18”x18”
®

20”x20”

How It Works: Drawer Magnets

See page 15 for our
Pneumatic Drawer Magnet!

Note: Flow rates are for one inch tubes, on two inch centers, with two tiers. Not all sizes shown.

Optional large tube design

Sanitary Toolless

Tramp Metal
Reten�on Area

Automated Self-Clean

Magne�c
Field

Product Video on

mpimagnet.com

Automated Continuous Flow Self-Clean
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Gravity Flow Magnets
Picture submitted by customer of tramp metal removed
from an MPI Hi-G Hybrid Plate Magnet after one week of
production in plant receiving system.

Plate Magnets

Abrasion Resistant

Manual Quick-Clean

Shown with optional counter weights

Automated Self-Clean

Suspended

Plate Magnets are used in gravity-fed angled chutes. Single Step and Double Step Plate Magnets are designed to remove tramp
metal from your product and eliminate the possibility of wash-off back into the product stream. Stainless steel pole areas maximize
the holding power of the magnets. These Plate Magnets are easily installed and are supplied complete with sanitary hinges, latches
and mounting hardware. The strong magnetic field is effective in product streams up to 8” deep.
• In addition to ceramic and rare earth designs, MPI’s exclusive hybrid circuit (Hi-G Hybrid) is available for highest industry performance
• Custom engineered for the material burden depth in your chute, ensuring 100% protection
• Single and double step options optimize tramp metal collection and prevent wash-off
• Options include quick-clean and self-cleaning designs

How

It W

ork

s: P

late

Note: Not recommended in slopes greater than 60°.
Tram
Rete p Meta
l
n�

on A
Tramp Metal
rea
Retention Area

Magnet Type

Tramp Metal

Max Burden Depth

Size / Weight

Ceramic

Large

6-8"

Medium

Rare Earth

Small to Large

3-4"

Low

Hi-G Hybrid

Small to Large

6-8"

High

600 Series: 6-8"
500 Series: 5-6"
400 Series: 4-5"
300 Series: 3-4"
200 Series: 2-3"
100 Series: 1-2"

Flat Face

Single Step

Double Step
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MPI exclusive 3-Cell Design (optional)

Gravity Flow Magnets

Free-Flow Magnets

Chute Magnets

Manual Quick-Clean
Manual Clean

How It Works: Free Flow Magnet

Manual Drawer Quick-Clean
Magne�c
Field

Automated Self-Clean

Free-Flow Cylinder Magnets capture tramp metal from highvolume, abrasive, vertical gravity-fed product streams, such as plant
receiving areas.
• Exclusive hexagon-shaped center magnet element holds large quantities of
tramp metal between cleanings, preventing wash-off
• Replaceable cleaning shell preserves magnet in abrasive product streams
• Options include quick-clean and self-cleaning designs

Tramp Metal
Reten�on Area

Drum Separator

How It Works: Drum Separator

Manual Hinge-Mount Quick-Clean

Automated Self-Clean

Magnetic Chute Separators capture ferrous tramp metal in heavy product flows that
would otherwise bridge or choke if filtered through magnetic tubes. Magnetic Chutes are
also well suited for abrasive products
that would quickly wear through the
thinner walls of tubes.
• Ceramic and rare earth designs with
exclusive hybrid available for industry’s
highest magnet performance
• Exclusive Sani-TIGHT Seal gasket design
eliminates leaks and reduces gasket
replacement
• Single step optimizes tramp metal
collection and prevents wash-off
• Options include quick-clean and selfcleaning designs

Magne�c
Field

Magne�c
Area

MPI’s Magnetic Drum Separators are designed to
provide trouble-free continuous cleaning of tramp metal
from heavy flows of large and abrasive materials, such
as sugarcane, wheat, etc.
• Ceramic or rare earth magnet material
• Easy removal of drum from drive side access panel for service
and maintenance (if required) without removing housing from line
• Gear reduction drive motors with inline torque limiter, 230/460
volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle
• Optional explosion-proof motor for dust producing applications
• Continuous self-clean

Tramp Metal
Reten�on Area
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Pneumatic Magnets

Pneumatic Tube Magnet
Pneumatic Tube Magnets effectively remove
inbound contaminants from product streams
conveyed by air in horizontal or vertical processing
transfer lines. Typical applications include powder
or granular food products, pharmaceutical, plastics
and chemicals.
• Easily installs into an existing product conveying line
• Maintains continuous flow through the housing with no
reduction in product velocity
• Quick release tri-clover clamp for easy magnet cleaning
• Solid nose stainless steel cone diverts the product stream
• Durable rubber seal ensures positive seal
• Powerful rare earth magnet material

Inline Magnetic Tube
Inline Magnetic Tubes offer an economical, yet
effective way to protect products conveyed in dry
bulk or liquid process lines. ILMTs are an ideal
solution for existing process lines that are not
easily modified to accept conventional magnetic
separation equipment.
• Easy to install into compact spaces
• Available for pressurized lines
• AAA sanitary welded construction
• Custom magnet tube lengths to fit any size application
• No tools required to operate quick release clamp for
magnet cleaning

Pneumatic Line Magnet
Pneumatic Line Magnets remove inbound tramp metal
from products in dilute phase pneumatic conveying lines.
Our exclusive 7-raised pole design keeps product in the
magnetic field for longer, and prevents tramp metal washoff once captured.
• Exclusive 7-raised pole
design results in the
highest tramp metal
retention in the industry
• Exclusive Sani-TIGHT
Seal gasket eliminates
leaks and reduces
gasket replacement How It Works: Pneumatic Plate Magnet
• Exclusive quick-clean
design features a
quick-release magnet for easy cleaning
• Standard sizes available to ship within 24 hours
Tramp Metal
Reten�on Area

Inline Plate Magnet
MPI’s Inline Plate Magnets are designed for use
in gravity-fed chutes and pneumatic conveying
systems.
• Exclusive Sani-TIGHT Seal gasket eliminates leaks, reduces
gasket replacement
• Single and dual magnet designs with single and double step magnet faces
• Replaceable abrasive resistant face plates
• Hinge mounted quick-clean magnet face
• Self-clean designs available

Inline Pneumatic Drawer Magnet

Inline Pneumatic Drawer Magnets are designed for use in gravity-fed chutes and dilute
phase pneumatic conveying systems.
• Patent pending sanitary design
• Manual quick-clean and automated self-clean designs for easy cleaning
• Flush mount design for installation against wall
• Exclusive Sani-TIGHT Seal gasket eliminates leaks, reduces gasket replacement
• Proprietary dual stripper block design

Magne�c
Field
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Liquid Magnets

Liquid Finger Trap

Combination Screener

How It Works: Liquid Finger Trap

1” tube design
3” tube design

Tramp Metal
Reten�on Area

Magne�c
Field

3” tube design

Liquid Finger Trap Magnets protect product in liquid lines
and pumps by magnetically removing ferrous contamination.
Suitable for viscous slurries, including liquids, pureed products,
sauces, etc.
• Industry’s strongest magnetic tube design available
• Welded magnetic tube support frame maintains spacing and increases service life
• Pressure designs from 75 PSI to 150 PSI (HP-LFT)
• Available with rare earth magnet material with maximum temps up to 550°F
• Available for line sizes from 1½” to 10” diameters

Liquid Plate Trap

Liquid Plate Trap Magnets protect product in liquid lines and
pumps by magnetically removing ferrous contamination from
solid, thick or chunky slurries.
• Single or double magnet design available
• Pressure designs from 75 to 150 PSI
• Available with rare earth magnet material with maximum temps up to 550°F
• Available for line sizes from 1½” to 10” diameter

Combines magnet and screen filter into one assembly for quick and
easy access compared to traditional screeners. The triple rod screener
is ideal for installation after bulk silos.
• Increased tramp metal protection compared to traditional screeners
• Non-magnetic particles are trapped by gravity in a strainer (located under
magnet element)
• Includes magnet and screener in one common system
• Lid with clamping device ensures proper seal and easy maintenance
• Sanitary construction for food processing
• Optional lockable lid for protection against tampering and outdoor installations
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Metal Sorting Systems

Quick-Clean Suspended
Permanent Magnet
Designed to remove large and medium
tramp metal from suspension heights
up to 10” (with bucking option) and
conveyed belt speeds up to 250 feet per
minute.
• Economical solution for equipment protection
• Includes four (4) eye bolts for suspension
• Optional bucking magnet design increases reachout
of magnetic field by 25%
• Quick-clean stripper removes metal from working
surface when pulled towards operator
• Ceramic, Rare Earth and exclusive Hi-G hybrid
designs available

Self-Clean Suspended
Permanent Magnet

Designed to remove large and medium tramp metal from
suspension heights up to 10” (with bucking option) and
conveyed belt speeds up to 250 feet per minute. Selfcleaning belt automatically removes captured tramp metal
from magnets working surface.
• Extra wide belt helps prevent tramp metal damage under the belt, extending
belt and component life
• Crowned pulleys for accurate belt tracking
• Optional bucking magnet design increases reachout of magnetic field by 25%
• Picture shown with optional motion sensor
• Ceramic, Rare Earth and exclusive Hi-G hybrid designs available

Quick-Clean Suspended
Electromagnet
Powerful oil-cooled electromagnets are
designed to remove large and medium
tramp metal from conveyed product
with large burden depths.
• Extremely powerful magnetic design: Manufactured
with a high gradient balanced magnetic circuit
• Coils manufactured with Class “H” (or better)
anodized aluminum strap for the “best in class”
coil insulation performance
• Breather valve to allow expansion and contraction
without using an external expansion tank
• Durable Nomex and Glastic materials to extend
coil life

Self-Clean Suspended
Electromagnet

Powerful oil-cooled electromagnets are designed to remove
large and medium tramp metal from conveyed product with
large burden depths. Self-cleaning belt automatically removes
captured tramp metal from magnets working surface.
• Extremely powerful; manufactured with a high gradient balanced magnetic circuit
• Coils manufactured with Class “H” (or better) anodized aluminum strap for the
“best in class” coil insulation performance
• Breather valve allows expansion and contraction without external expansion tank
• Durable Nomex and Glastic materials extend coil life
• Extra wide belt helps prevent tramp metal damage under the belt, extending
belt and component life
• Crowned pulleys for accurate belt tracking

Drum Separator
Provides automatic extraction of
tramp metal from heavy flows of large
size and abrasive materials such as
coal, aggregates, ores, sugarcane,
wheat etc.
• Adjustable, 220 degrees of stationary magnets
ensure the highest rates of tramp metal
separation
• Adjustable feed gate assembly allows manual
control of product flow
• Stainless steel housing construction
• Removable access panels for testing and
inspection

Head Pulleys/Separation
Rolls

Removes both large and small ferrous tramp metal
contaminants from product streams in belt conveyor
systems. Separation Rolls provide a continuous, 24/7
automatic removal of tramp metal from the product flow.
• Ceramic, rare earth and exclusive Hi-G hybrid designs available
• Widths from 8” to 62”
• Diameters from 4” to 36”
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Magnetic Belt Feeder

Detection Sorting System
Detection sorting involves separating metals from a product
stream by measuring conductivity or ferrous permeability of the
products. The system uses reliable metal detection technology
to monitor the product stream. When a conductive or ferrous
metal enters the system, the sensor will detect the metal and
activate a reject gate or air blast downstream to automatically
remove the metal. The Detection Sorting System can be
partnered with MPI’s Cross Belt Separator’s, Magnetic Head
Pulley’s, or Eddy Currents for a complete turnkey solution to
remove all ferrous and nonferrous metals.

Magnetic Belt Feeders are designed for applications where weakly ferrous material, such as
stainless steel or imbedded contamination, need to automatically be removed from a product
stream. The system uses a high intensity rare earth magnetic design that increases the gauss
on the surface of the belt compared to a magnetic head pulley design.
• Standard belt widths from 10” to 60”
• Ultra thin belt designs to reduce airgap, increases magnetic performance on the surface of the belt
• Adjustable splitter gate to fine tune separation
• Optional feeders available to ensure full product distribution across the belt, optimizing separation rates

Commingled Sorting System

• Various segmented sensor sizes available to match the application requirements
• Segments reject gates or air blast reject mechanism available
• Maintenance-free - auto calibration & digitalized circuitry that counters the effects of temperature and humidity
ensures years of reliable performance
• Digital noise filters - eliminates undesirable signals such as vibrations and shocks
• Multi-channel technology - allows optimum recognition of metals
• User-friendly intuitive operation- control panel shows only the information that is required & software is selfexplanatory; on-board “teaching assistant” helps user

Eddy Current Separator

MPI’s Patented Commingled Sorting System is designed
to achieve industry leading separation rates on highly
commingled materials where ferrous metal has to be
reclaimed. Common applications include tire recycling,
municipal solid waste, crushed batteries and brake pad
compounds.
Mixed product containing ferrous metal is fed into a
hopper. A vibratory conveyor then evenly distributes
the product on to the main conveyor belt. Mounted
above the main conveyor belt is a magnetic rail with
another conveyor belt moving over its working surface.
The magnetic rail, which is the length of the main conveyor moves across belt edge to belt
edge. While the magnet is moving back and forth, captured tramp metal is agitated, releasing
entrapped non-ferrous material. The ferrous metal travels down the belt until it is released
in a separate collection bin from the non-ferrous metal. For increased magnetic separation,
including some grades and types of stainless steel, a magnetic head pulley using MPI’s Arch
Technology can be installed at the discharge of the non-ferrous conveyor. MPI offers designs
for abrasive applications, all other specifications are customized to each application.

Eddy Current Separators remove nonferrous metals such as aluminum, die-cast metal, and
copper from nonmetallic material. An ultra-high-strength magnetic rotor that houses rare earth
magnets spins at a high RPM. The magnetic rotor, attached to a motor driven shaft, spins
independently and at a much higher speed than the conveyor belt pulley, creating a highfrequency reversing magnetic field. When nonferrous product, such as aluminum, passes over
the rotor, the spinning magnets generate an eddy current. This causes the aluminum to be
repelled and “thrown” by the separator. Product, such as plastic, glass or other materials which
are not conductive, simply fall off the end of the separator into a bin.
• Three standard belt widths to choose from (20”, 30” and 40”)
• Standard REN designed for larger metal separation and High Intensity ECX design for small or fine metal recovery
• Tile coated fiberglass shell minimizes ferrous burnout
• Thin and durable urethane belt with corrugated sidewalls keeps material on the belt and close to the magnetic
field

Pull Test Kit

Gauss meters
also available

MPI’s Pull Test Kit is the easiest and most accurate method to test the
strength of your magnets in a production environment.
• Compact digital scale with peak hold for quick and accurate testing
• 1/4”, 1/2” and 1” ferrous test spheres (attached to stainless steel rings) and test plate
• Aluminum metal spacers for gradient testing
• 1 lb. reference weight to validate scale accuracy before testing
• Optional traceable NIST certification available
• Hard case to protect your investment
• Testing instruction manual, sample logs, and more!
Note: To ensure testing integrity, our test sphere rings are always made from stainless steel.

Feature
Accuracy
Testing Property
Repeatability (production)
Cost

Pull Test

Gauss Test

High

High

Holding Force

Flux Density

High

Low

Affordable

Affordable

Durability

High

Low (Probe)

NIST Available

Yes

Yes

Testing Equipment
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Metal Control System Audits: Support for FSMA & HACCP
It is MPI’s mission to support food manufacturers in promoting food safety and consumer
protection. It’s no secret that Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) compliance is a main
focus for food manufacturers today, which is why MPI is dedicated to being the only choice in
complete metal control for food manufacturing facilities.
In addition to being MPI certified Metal Control System Auditors, our entire Regional Management
Team has also been HACCP certified, enabling us to provide the most knowledgeable assistance
in the industry with regard to food safety. We believe that earning this certification allows our
team to provide more value to our customers, adds an additional layer to our audit program, and
demonstrates our dedication to upholding industry standards and education on this important topic.
MPI accomplishes all this through customer education and Metal Control System Audits. These
regularly conducted audits provide a comprehensive picture of a facility’s metal control system
and provides proof of HACCP compliance and required documentation.

MAGNET AUDIT INSPECTION FORM
Priority:
Audit Date:
Company:
Plant Location:
Application:

B

Department:
Magnet Location:
Magnet Material:
Magnet ID:

1/7/2016
Any Plant
Anytown, USA
Finishing

Packaging
Level 2
Rare Earth
1

System Description:
Quick Clean Drawer Magnet
Magnet Size/Description:
12” x 12” 2 tier drawer magnet SN 36631/1
Manufacturer Name:
MPI
Magnet Cleaning Interval
3rd Shift

Pull Test Results:
Test
Test Piece
1
1/2" Test Ball
2
3

Model Number:
DMU-212-QC-316-S
Ease of Cleaning
Satisfactory

Test Location
Contact

Pull 1
11.30

Products Handled
Food Grade Salt
Flow Capacity:
Unknown

Pull 2
12.20

Pull 3
12.10

Average
11.87
0.00
0.00

Personal Assessment:
Strong magnet, correct application
Recommended Action:
Replace strippers soon. Rotate tubes ever 3-6 months to extend life of tube.
Inspected by: Mr. Magnet Man
Position: MPI Certified Auditor
Inspected by:
Position:

FSMA Sec 103 Hazard Analysis and Risk-Based Preventive Controls Procedure:
1. Hazard Analysis
Prior to your audit, evaluate what metal hazards could potentially contaminate your product. These hazards are required to be
documented by the FSMA. Supply a list of these hazards to MPI, and we will include them in your audit and documentation.
2. Preventative Controls
During the audit, MPI will evaluate your process and review your preventative metal control equipment, including critical control
points, and help you determine if your metal control equipment is sufficient to significantly minimize / prevent these hazards.
3. Monitoring Effectiveness
The most effective way to monitor the effectiveness of your magnets is by conducting a pull test to determine their strength. MPI will
perform a pull test on every magnet in your facility.
4. Verification
MPI will verify that your existing preventative controls are correct for the application in which they have been installed. One of our
trained magnet experts will ensure your magnets can effectively minimize / prevent the occurrence of any identified metal hazards.
5. Documentation
The magnet systems audit report will serve as documentation to demonstrate your facility has identified potential hazards, implemented
preventative controls for these hazards, and is monitoring the preventative controls to ensure they remain effective. Your facility
should maintain this document for no less than two (2) years.

All units are CE
and ETL Certified

Metal Detectors
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Cassel’s Metal Shark 2

MPI is the exclusive US distributor for
Cassel inspection systems. All Cassel
sensor heads are manufactured in
a state-of-the-art German facility.
Extremely reliable and technologically
stable, Cassel metal detectors feature
four-quadrant technology developed
and introduced by Cassel. Cutting
edge four-channel DDS (direct digital
synthesizer) and DSP (digital signal processor) technology eliminates
costly maintenance. Once set, the metal detector will not require further
adjustment from the manufacturer, reducing the cost of ownership.
Utilizing these technologies, Cassel metal detection systems provide
extreme sensitivity that far surpasses the reach of competitive products.

Free-Style Teach Area
Four-quadrant technology allows a 360° analysis
of the product “signature.” Because the metal
threshold follows the signature, Cassel metal
detectors are able to detect metal in areas of the
product where other competitive units cannot.
Metal Shark 2, partnered with an easy-to-use
interface, provides superior performance without
the need for technical personnel.

Other Metal Detectors

Two Rail Teach Area
Competitive metal detectors use a parallel threshold
or “two-rail” technology to pre-determine the teach
area. Some metal signals will not be detected
because they fall between the two thresholds.

Intuitive Design

Sensitivity and Stability
• Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) replaces traditional quartz or
analog oscillating chips used to generate frequency by digitally
generating a consistent and stable frequency hat Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) provides a precise digital signal allowing the
metal detector to distinguish smaller metal objects
• Digital Dynamic Noise Filter reduces or eliminates electronic
and vibration signals in the environment, creating a more
reliable signal

• Intuitive menu structure with step-by-step prompts; simple operation for reliable performance, no expensive
service calls to adjust settings
• Multiple languages available for operation
• Four-level password feature: operator, manager, technician and service

Zero Maintenance Electronics
• All solid state electronics housed on one main board, ensuring years of reliable performance offering the
lowest cost of ownership on the market
• Digital balance control feature adjusts for temperature and humidity fluctuations by monitoring coil balance
more than 200 times per second
• 2-year standard warranty

Maximum metal detector performance achieved:
Technician

METAL SHARK 2

2 YEAR
WARRANTY!

COMPETITOR

Average user with Shark 2
Average user with a
competitor’s metal detector

Documentation and Traceability
Metal detectors are considered a critical control point, and continuous checking is required to meet standards.
Cassel metal detectors can be programmed to automatically remind the operator to test equipment performance
at pre-set intervals. Information -- such as metal contaminant detections and any changes in parameter settings
-- are stored with date and time stamps. This list can be viewed on screen or downloaded to a Windows-based
PC. Data will not be lost in the event of a power outage.

Cassel metal detectors offer the latest features in metal detector design to deliver the highest
performance systems for your process, reducing the risk of product contamination and
protecting your brand. We stand behind our products and offer this satisfaction guarantee.

Put simply, the unit will perform as specified or we will return it for a full refund.

Conveyor Metal Detector

High-Sensitivity Detector

Traditionally integrated onto conveyor belts, readily adjustable
settings ensure equipment sensitivity, stability and reliability.
A variety of reject mechanisms (e.g. pusher, belt stop, alarm,
etc.) are available to alert operators of a “find” or to divert
contaminated product.
• Hygienic food industry design available to ensure compliance with good
manufacturing principles
• Harsh environment rating as standard on sensor head to maintain
stability regardless of the environment
• Semi-flexible aperture lining, which resists thermal shock due to
temperature change, protecting the sensor for maximum operating life
and minimal downtime
• Typical options include wash down up to IP69k, reject devices, proximity
sensors, alarms and special belting

Typically used at the outlet of a tablet press, this unit
provides the highest performance in detecting magnetic and
non-magnetic metals. As the tablets fall through the metal
detector, the reject flap removes the smallest foreign metal
objects, promptly separating them from the product stream.
This unit features a maintenance-free design and high quality
construction for reliable operation in the most challenging
environments.
• Detection capabilities to Fe 0.10 / NFe 0.25 / SS 0.30 (mm) sphere
• Designed to achieve the highest detection performance
• Solenoid driven stainless steel reject diverter mechanism
• Adjustable support stand and sanitary design for quick and easy
cleaning

Liquids Metal Detector

Meat Metal Detector

Designed for liquids and slurries, this unit boasts a rugged
stainless steel sensor and housing, and is appropriate for use
in the food industry. With a maintenance-free design and high
quality construction, users enjoy reliable operation even in the
most challenging industrial environments.
• Pipe diameters from 1.5” to 4.0”
• A variety of stainless connections are available, including tri-clamp, milk-thread
and aseptic flanges
• Standard hose is able to withstand up to 220 PSI and has been designed
for harsh environments, high temperatures, and CIP/SIP systems
• Hygienic frame is easy to clean, with tubing closed welded on all sides;
designs include floor stands (with/without casters) or custom frames fitted to
accommodate existing equipment
• Optional test ball insertion port allows an operator to regularly and easily test metal
detector performance

Compact metal detector for sausage pumps and stuffer
machines. Mobile frame with gas spring for easy height
adjustment and installation between stuffer and clip machine.
• Hygienic food industry design to ensure compliance with good
manufacturing principles
• Provided pipe connections and link cables are compatible with the stuffer
type
• External device cables are plugged in between the filling and the clipping
machine
• Housing filled with epoxy and fabricated to IP68/NEMA6P standards,
suitable for daily wash down in harsh environments
• FDA quality product pipe, max. 50 bar (725 PSI), Rd80 pipe thread

Flatplate

Tunnel (TU)

Flat (FL) sensor for installation below or above conveyed
material to provide the highest performance in detecting
magnetic and non-magnetic metals. Typically, the FL types
are used in fleece, textile and foil production.
• Conveyor installation below or above conveyed material is typically
done horizontally, but each angle is applicable.
• Sensing width – 200 – 4000 mm (4 in – 13.2 ft)
• Sensor head – stainless steel housing
• Compatible with the METAL SHARK 2A to provide high quality
inspection

Tunnel (TU) Detector features a divisible sensor head which
allows for installation on an existing conveyor belt with
requiring the belt to be cut. Typical applications include mining,
aggregates and recycling.
• Does not require belt to be cut for installation
• Ideal for installation on troughed belt conveyors
• Wall mounted controller available
• Optional low pressure washdown design available
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C0680 Large Bag Metal Detector
Large bags of flour, grain, spices, powders, food additives and healthcare products require highly sensitive detection. The heavy duty
metal detector senses ferrous and non-ferrous metals as small as 2 mm stainless steel. The sturdy stainless steel conveyor belt easily
maneuvers 50-100 lb. bags. A variety of reject mechanisms (e.g. pusher, belt stop, alarm, etc.) are available to alert operators of a “find”
or to divert contaminated product.
• Designed for detection performance of 1.5 mm ferrous, 2.0 mm non-ferrous and 2.0 mm stainless steel in large bags, typically 50-100 lbs.
• Hygienic food industry design available to ensure compliance with good manufacturing principles
• Harsh environment rating as standard on sensor head to maintain stability regardless of the environment
• Typical options include wash down up to IP69k, reject devices, proximity sensors, alarms and special belting
• Compatible with the METAL SHARK 2A to provide high quality inspection

Gravity Feed Metal Detector

Pro-Tector Systems

Ideal to monitor unwanted metal contaminants in continuously
flowing granules or powders, such as sugar, flour, cornmeal and
spices. As bulk material flows through the metal detector, reject
flaps promptly separate even the smallest metal contaminants from
the product stream. A rock-solid sensor head and mounting frame
design ensure consistent and reliability and performance. This unit
is even suitable to be installed near machines that vibrate.
• Available in compact design with a 25% lower overall height requirement
• Pipe diameters are available from 3” to 24”
• Mounting frame with integrated metal-free zone allows for exceptionally quick and
easy installation
• FDA quality PVDF plastic downpipe with various options including: white PVDF (with
FDA), black anti-static pipes (with FDA), nylon, and ceramic
• Optional test ball insertion port

In one compact unit, Pro-Tector systems combine the excellent ferrous
separation performance of a magnet with the non-ferrous and stainless
detection of a metal detector. Through this combination system, users are
able to achieve higher separation performance while reducing the amount
of product loss from metal detection alone.
• Magnetic separator has the ability to capture and remove sub-micron ferrous
contaminates that would otherwise be undetectable by a metal detector, increasing
overall protection of processing equipment and end-customers.
• Removal of ferrous contaminants prior to the metal detection process reduces the
overall amount of lost product
• Compact design requires less installation time and less production space than
independent systems

Gravity Packaging Metal Detector
Intended for free falling product in vertical packaging installations.
This unit is ideal where space is limited, such as in above form, fill
and seal machines. If there is very little space in your application,
this detector is an economical option since it does not require a
mounting frame or inlet/outlet tubing. Once installed, bulk material
falls through the metal detector. If any metallic contaminant is
detected — magnetic or non-magnetic -- the metal detector sends
an alert to remove the contaminated package after it passes the fill
and/or seal stages (depending on application installation).
• Unit dimensions: L 12.125” x W 12.125” x H 5.9”
• Product flow opening diameter: 3.9”
• Detects ferrous, non-ferrous, and stainless steel
• IP65, optional IP66 or IP67
• Maintenance-free sensor automatically and continuously calibrates itself
for best performance

Pro-Tector Combination Options
Gravity-Flow Pro-Tector combines a gravity-flow magnet with the Gravity-

Feed Metal Detector
Liquid Pro-Tector combines a liquid magnet with the Liquids Metal
Detector
Pneumatic Pro-Tector combines a pneumatic magnet with the GravityFeed Metal Detector and pneumatic reject device

SHARKNET® 2 Software
SHARKNET®-2 Software networks all Cassel metal detectors and x-ray
machines to one Windows-based computer. The software simplifies
reporting for FSMA, HACCP, GMP, BRC and IFS compliance. The
software collects all required data and prints out any user defined report
requests (requires Shark 2 controller).
• Managers can monitor real-time inspection results and actively manage their
product inspection equipment from a central computer
• Remote maintenance capability by operators and Cassel technicians
• All data is stored in an SQL database for easy export or integration, if needed
• Traceability of all operational data, including metal alerts, parameter changes, PVS results,
errors and product passes
• Auto printing – HACCP-SQF 2000-BRC-GMP-IFS5-FSSC 22000/PAS 220

Checkweigher & Combination Systems
Checkweighers quickly and accurately measure the weight and corresponding packaging
requirements of any product as it is moving across the belt in the production line. Items are classified
by preset weight zones which are sorted or rejected based on the predetermined classifications.
These systems ensure quality control and customer satisfaction by verifying that products meet the
target weight while providing cost savings through minimizing giveaway.
Checkweighers provide compliance to government regulations and assist with product tracking. Data
captured consists of production counts, batch tracking, total weights, good weights and rejected
weights. A diverse range of industries incorporate checkweigh systems into the production process,
which include food, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, beverages, transportation, chemicals, automotive
and metal manufacturing and fabrication.
Smaller scale drag chain style checkweighers are ideal for can, jar, small carton (coffee), canned
food, pet food, nutraceutical, paint, adhesives, produce, candies, box, tub, carton and other rigid
containers. The drag chain style checkweigher is equipped with two strands of flat-link chain to carry
your rigid package across a fixed scale section. The standard conveyor length is 36”; weigh table
lengths range from 3” to 14” long; and conveyor widths from 1” to 10”. Conveyor speeds are up to
400 fpm with performance rates as high as 350 packages per minute and accuracies as high as +/0.5g for capacities up to 10 lbs.
Small belt conveyors are used extensively with rigid, semi-rigid and flexible packages for products
such as produce, meat, poultry, ice cream, FFS bagged sauces, flow-wrapped baked goods, coffee,
tea, small cartons and spices. Small belt conveyor lengths are available in 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 24” and
28” and belt widths from 4” to 18”. Conveyor speeds are up to 300 fpm with performance rates as
high as 220 packages per minute and accuracies as high as +/-0.5g @ 2 Sigma with capacities up
to 20 lbs.
Heavy duty checkweigh systems are standard for concrete, cement, salt, sand and earth products.
Conveyor speeds are variable up to 250 fpm with performance rates up to 50 packages per minute
and accuracies of up to +/-0.05 lbs. @ 2 Sigma for capacities up to 110 lbs. and repeatability as
great as +/-0.03 lb. @ 2 Sigma.
MPI Checkweigh system advantages at glance:
• Various high-speed reject systems to enable rejection of multiple products
• Variable speed controls provide the ability to change speeds for different package sizes and rates
• Interface design features a full color touch screen system that is simple, intuitive and easy to operate
• Product database can store up to 100 unique products, three-level password protection
• Automatic parameter adjustment, simply input the product parameters and weighing requirements to achieve the correct setting
• Simple single static calibration for your range of products - no dynamic calibration required
• Multiple reject zone and settings allow for low reject, low pass, good, high pass & high reject
• Data statistics function, audit trail for calibrations
• Data export - Ethernet TCP/IP, RS-232 and RS-422 built in variety of data formats
• Available connections for data logging and outputs to remote digital displays or HMI interfaces.
• Optional Modbus interfaces available
• Carbon Steel, 304 and 316 Stainless Steel construction available
• Rated for IP54 - IP66 (4X) environments
• Checkweigher controls can be frame-mounted or free-standing
• Can easily integrate with your preferred metal detector for a combination inspection system
• Single, double or multi-lane reject options available
• All systems allow for customization
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X-Ray

X-Ray Electronic Inspection Systems
X-Ray inspection is sorting based on product density. An X-Ray inspection machine takes
an image that is pixel based. The machine compares pixel density to stored pictures of
“good” product to detect defects and contaminants. If the density of a product falls outside
of acceptable range the reject mechanism removes the contaminated product out of the
product flow.
MPI Cassel X-Ray electronic inspection system advantages at glance:
• Cassel X-Ray devices ensure foreign body inspection with total safety for the health of
your operational staff. TÜV approved.
• High quality components guarantee years of hassle free operation resulting in low cost of
ownership.
• Brilliant, large touch screens along with the clearly structured X-Ray software are user
friendly for the operator to intuitively set up products.
• Sophisticated inspection features offer superb inspection sensitivity achieving first-rate
detection results even with complex products.
• Compact design and large inspection area allows the inspection of larger products

• German engineering and manufacturing have proven results
of long-term reliability, endurance and safety. High quality
components selected for even the smallest details offer the
strictest quality standards.
• Magnetic safety switches at cabinet doors and tunnel hatches
ensure radiation immediately is switched off when a door is
opened. The PILZ safety circuit provides full and independent
safety in any case.
• X-Ray generator designed especially for industrial product
inspection for long running time.
• Advanced and efficient cooling system designed for wide
range of component requirements. The cooling system
circumvents that the X-Ray generator overheats resulting in a long, life time of the X-Ray
tube and other components.
• Minimized downtimes with easily replaceable and readily available spare parts.
• Sophisticated software specifically developed for X-Ray product inspection providing
perfect combination of high quality image processing and intuitive operation.

Packaged Products

Bulk Products

Liquid Pipeline

Glass, Jar and Can Line

Packaged Products X-Ray is ideal for
packaged food or non-food products in
big sizes, for example in boxes with plastic
packaging and even boxes with metal foils or
metal cans.
• X-Ray detector diode size 0.8 mm, optional 0.4 and 0.2
mm
• X-ray source is 1 pc. high power x-ray generator, with
max. 120kV (400W), variable in voltage + current,
integrated closed oil cooling circuit
• Polyurethane belt white (FDA) conveyor
• Conveyor speed by product 30-60 m/min

Bulk Products X-Ray system is predominantly
used for food or non-food products in bulk
such as unpacked nuts, dried fruits or sweets.
• Two options for X-Ray detector — low noise 307
or 407 mm line scan CCD, diode pitch 0.8 mm,
integrated x-ray beam stop
• X-ray source is single beam x-ray generator with
max. 60kV (50W), variable in voltage + current
• Magnetic safety switches at cabinet doors and
tunnel hatches, emergency stop push button.
Emergency stop in/out interfaces to safety circuits
of production line, x-ray off key switch, PILZ safety
circuit

Liquid Pipeline X-Ray is particularly suitable
for pumped food or non-food products in
pipelines. Through the pipeline quick release,
the pipe can be removed in a few easy steps
for cleaning.
• X-Ray detector is low noise 408 mm line scan CCD,
diode pitch 0.4 mm, integrated x-ray beam stop
• X-ray source is single beam x-ray generator with
max. 80kV (480W), variable in voltage+ current
• Stainless Steel pipe type 304 and POM white (FDA)
• Pump flow speed of product is 0.05 to 2 m/sec

Referred as the “side up”, this line works best
for food or non-food products in glass or
plastic containers like jars or bottles.
• X-Ray detector is low noise line scan CCD, diode pitch
0.8 mm
• X-ray source is single beam x-ray generator with
max. 120kV (400W), beam shoots sideways through
the product, variable in voltage + current, integrated
closed oil cooling circuit
• Conveyor speed by product 0.3 to 0.8 m/sec (7 fixed
speed steps)
• Conveyor type is modular chain link belt, Stainless Steel
• 250 different product set-ups
• Flow rate maximum 100 pieces per minute
• Maximum product dimensions 150mm 0 x 250 mm
height
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SERVICE
INTELLIGENT SUPPORT
24/7 Support

248.887.5600
Hi-Service
Hi-Speed
Hi-Stability
Hi-Security

Hi-S service programs are constructed with the
customer in mind. Each package is designed to
address all major points of concern when maintaining
metal control equipment.
Hi-S offers package options for facilities that are magnet
only, electronic inspection only, and those that utilize
both. Hi-S has an option for every customer need,
requirement, and budget to make protecting your
metal control investment affordable and attainable. For
more information on service packages, contact MPI.

Electronic Inspection
• Commissioning
• Validation
• Calibration
• Preventative maintenance
• Technical support
• Employee training
• On-site emergency response

+

Magnetic Separators
• 3rd Party Auditing
• Preventative maintenance
• Reporting and documentation
• Pull / Gauss testing
• CCP & CP validation
• Operator and safety training
• On-site emergency response

Total Metal Control Equipment Service

Product Testing
The MPI test center features a wide range of metal control equipment from magnetic separation, conveying
and electronic inspection. The test center allows MPI to validate customer applications for separation
rates, detection performance levels and proper conveyance of parts. Utilizing this extensive test facility has
allowed MPI to deliver solutions that meet customer expectations for over 30 years.

M PI CUSTOM ER BILL OF RIGHTS
EXPERT SU PPORT BEFORE TH E SALE
Our focus on education is not just for you, the customer.
We also focus on continuous internal training to ensure we
have the most competently trained product and application
experts available. Our qualified team will guide you through
the product selection process, ensuring you end up
with the right product and options for your application.
For fast, expert help:
Call: 1.248.887.5600
Email: info@mpimagnet.com
Live Chat: M-F 8:30am-5pm EST @ www.mpimagnet.com

To assure you that choosing MPI can be done with complete
confidence, we stand behind our products with the industry’s best
policies and guarantees that make doing business with MPI easy
and risk-free.
The MPI Customer Bill of Rights is like a benefits package that
starts the moment you first speak with us and extends long after
your equipment installation. When you do business with MPI we
guarantee your rights to:
COM PLETE SATISFACTION
Our equipment will achieve the results for which they were
designed and manufactured. If you encounter any issue, we
will make it right. Family owned and operated since 1981, we
stand behind our products and treat our customers like part of
the family.
EDUCATION
You have the right to understand the technology you are
buying, including the alternatives. We pledge a continued
focus on education that empowers you, the customer, to have
the facts to help you select what is best for your application.
TH E BEST QUALITY
Our products are built with the best available designs, materials
and workmanship to provide the best metal control results in
your application. From concept to final product, we design our
equipment to the highest standards with the lowest total cost
of ownership.
CHANGE OR TRADE - U P
We understand that production requirements change and
sometimes you just wish you had ordered that extra option after
your product is installed. For example, you just installed your
quick-clean design but should have had ordered a self-clean
design. No problem, just let us know and we will work it out.

LIFETIM E SU PPORT
For as long as you own an MPI system, MPI Metal Control
Experts are on-call to provide technical support regarding
installation, start-up, optimization, and testing needs for your
entire metal control system. We will even assist with your nonMPI brands.
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24/7 SERVICE
2nd or 3rd shift need support? Our 24/7 service line connects
you directly with an on-call MPI Expert. Call the main line at
1.248.887.5600 and press 9.
RELIABLE DELIVERY
Over the last 10 years, 99% of our shipments have been delivered
on or before our promise date. If you need a product before our
quoted lead time, let us know and we will do everything we can
to make it happen.
FAIR PRICES
We are committed to providing premium products at the best
value. If you receive a competitive quote with a lower price
for an “apples to apples” product, we will match it - plain and
simple.
TH E CHIEF
Really, our head honcho cares about your experience with
MPI. If you have any feedback you’d like to share here is
your open invitation to contact our Vice President of Sales &
Marketing, Kyle Rhodes, at rhodes@mpimagnet.com.
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Local MPI Representative:

Working for You
Hi-S service programs are constructed with the
customer in mind. Each package is customized
to address all major points of concern when
maintaining industrial equipment.
Hi-S has an option for every customer need,
requirement, and budget to make protecting
your investment affordable and attainable.
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